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Author’s response to reviews:

Response for the reviewer comments

General Response:-

All of the comments raised by the reviewer are acceptable comments and we made major revision on the specified section of the document by the reviewer and here is the specific reply for the comments.

1. Comment on methodology section

Response

1.1 Please change Cross-sectional design was used among patients who were schedule

Response: - changed to cross-sectional design was used among patients who were scheduled

1.2 Data collection portion – the reviewer raised concern on patient education about anesthesia which might affect the patient satisfaction.

Response: - The patient was educated about which kinds of helps will be given by the anesthesia provider since many teams are participating on the patient management in the perioperative time. So the authors do not educate the good and bad practice and the scope of anesthesia management.

1.3 Data analysis portion:-

Response:-Methods of the data analysis is now changed from binary logistic regression model to chi-square analysis
2. Comments on the result section

2.1 Result Analysis design and the tables are not related so please change it to appropriate analysis method.

Response: - as option suggested by the reviewer the analysis is changed to the chi-square test analysis and all the results and the discussion corrected according the result of the analysis.